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The Transformation Of Central Asia States And
Societies From Soviet Rule To Independence
Anders Aslund is known to make bold predictions that initially arouse controversy but soon
become common wisdom. In Gorbachev's Struggle for Economic Reform (1989), he foresaw
the collapse of the Soviet political and economic system. After Russia's financial crisis of 1998,
observers declared the market economic experiment a failure, Aslund foresaw market
economic success (Building Capitalism, 2002). In How Capitalism Was Built, 2nd Edition, he
asks - and answers for the twenty-one countries he investigates: • Why did communism
collapse? • Why did Russia not choose gradual reforms like China did? • Wherein lies the
relative success of postcommunist transformation? • How did the oligarchs arise and decline
vis-à-vis authoritarian leaders? Anyone who wants to understand the often confusing
postcommunist dramas and obtain an early insight into the future will find this intellectually
stimulating book useful. This edition includes updates to each chapter and new chapters on the
impact of the global financial crisis and the European Union.
For its citizens, contemporary Central Asia is a land of great promise and peril. While the end
of Soviet rule has opened new opportunities for social mobility and cultural expression, political
and economic dynamics have also imposed severe hardships. In this lively volume,
contributors from a variety of disciplines examine how ordinary Central Asians lead their lives
and navigate shifting historical and political trends. Provocative stories of Turkmen nomads,
Afghan villagers, Kazakh scientists, Kyrgyz border guards, a Tajik strongman, guardians of
religious shrines in Uzbekistan, and other narratives illuminate important issues of gender,
religion, power, culture, and wealth. A vibrant and dynamic world of life in urban neighborhoods
and small villages, at weddings and celebrations, at classroom tables, and around dinner
tables emerges from this introduction to a geopolitically strategic and culturally fascinating
region.
China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is a potential gamechanger for the Central Asia and
South Caucasus (CASC) region. CASC countries naturally view this massive development
program as a unique opportunity to accelerate their economic development through increased
foreign investment, upgraded physical infrastructure, and tighter economic relationships with
their neighbors. Yet embracing the BRI is not without risks. Some BRI investments may prove
to be fiscally unsustainable, economically and financially unviable, and socially and
environmentally harmful. Inadequate cross-border coordination and infrastructure maintenance
could render some BRI investments wasteful or redundant. If not proactively addressed, these
risks have the potential to leave countries worse off for having participated in the BRI.
Policymakers in the CASC region and their development partners, thus, face a daunting
question: how to realize the promise of the BRI for their countries while avoiding the pitfalls that
lie along the way? This book attempts to answer this question by leveraging the unique
insights of development experts in the CASC region. Drawing on the most comprehensive
review of BRI investment data conducted to date, this book presents a dynamic policy agenda
that is relevant to any country in which China is building the Belt and Road.
From Czarism and Bolshevism to the current post-communist era, the media in Central Asia
has been tightly constrained. Though the governments in the region assert that a free press is
permitted to operate, research has shown this to be untrue. In all five former Soviet republics of
Central Asia, the media has been controlled, suppressed, punished, and often outlawed. This
enlightening collection of essays investigates the reasons why these countries have failed to
develop independent and sustainable press systems. It documents the complex relationship
between the press and governance, nation-building, national identity, and public policy. In this
book, scholars explore the numerous and broad-reaching implications of media control in a
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variety of contexts, touching on topics such as Internet regulation and censorship, press rights
abuses, professional journalism standards and self-censorship, media ownership, ethnic
newspapers, blogging, Western broadcasting into the region, and coverage of terrorism.
This volume captures the post-Soviet transformation of Central Asia and examines various
developments that have brought the region into international prominence.
"Abstract: With the rapid rise of China and the relative decline of the United States, the topic of
power transition conflicts is back in popular and scholarly attention. The discipline of
International Relations offers much on why violent power transition conflicts occur, yet very few
substantive treatments exist on why and how peaceful changes happen in world politics. This
Handbook is the first comprehensive treatment of the subject of peaceful change in
International Relations. It contains some 41 chapters, all written by scholars from different
theoretical and conceptual backgrounds examining the multi-faceted dimensions of this
subject. In the first part, key conceptual and definitional clarifications are offered and in the
second part, papers address the historical origins of peaceful change as an International
Relations subject matter during the Inter-War, Cold War, and Post-Cold War eras. In the third
part, each of the IR theoretical traditions and paradigms in particular Realism, liberalism,
constructivism and critical perspectives and their distinct views on peaceful change are
analyzed. In the fourth part papers tackle the key material, ideational and social sources of
change. In the fifth part, the papers explore selected great and middle powers and their foreign
policy contributions to peaceful change, realizing that many of these states have violent past or
tend not to pursue peaceful policies consistently. In part six, the contributors evaluate the
peaceful change that occurred in the world's key regions. In the final part, the editors address
prospective research agenda and trajectories on this important subject matter. Keywords:
Peaceful Change; War; Security; International Relations Theory; Sources of Change; Systemic
Theory; Realism; Liberalism; Constructivism; Critical Theories"-This book provides the first systematic analysis of peace-building in Central Asia for interethnic conflicts over water and land in the Ferghana Valley based on concrete, in-depth and onsite investigation. The core analysis centres on peace-building projects in Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan and Tajikistan by three international aid agencies –an international NGO, a bilateral
governmental donor and a multilateral agency – and the shared approach which the donors
developed and used for conflict transformation. Using ethnographic case material, the author
critically examines both the theoretical assumptions guiding this approach and its empirical
outcomes when put into practice. Building on existing work in conflict transformation and the
ethnography of international assistance in Central Asia, the book sheds light on Western
attempts to transform the post-socialist societies of Central Asia and provides fresh empirical
data on and insights into irrigation practices, social institutions, and state and identity formation
in the Ferghana Valley. The book provides a novel and innovative approach to the study of
development assistance and peace-building. It will be of interest to researchers in the field of
Central Asian Studies, post-Soviet Studies, Development and Peace and Conflict Studies.

Focusing on Soviet culture and its social ramifications both during the Soviet period and
in the post-Soviet era, this book addresses important themes associated with
Sovietisation and socialisation in the Central Asian states of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. The book contains contributions from
scholars in a variety of disciplines, and looks at topics that have been somewhat
marginalised in contemporary studies of Central Asia, including education,
anthropology, music, literature and poetry, film, history and state-identity construction,
and social transformation. It examines how the Soviet legacy affected the development
of the republics in Central Asia, and how it continues to affect the society, culture and
polity of the region. Although each state in Central Asia has increasingly developed its
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own way, the book shows that the states have in varying degrees retained the influence
of the Soviet past, or else are busily establishing new political identities in reaction to
their Soviet legacy, and in doing so laying claim to, re-defining, and reinventing preSoviet and Soviet images and narratives. Throwing new light and presenting alternate
points of view on the question of the Soviet legacy in the Soviet Central Asian
successor states, the book is of interest to academics in the field of Russian and
Central Asian Studies.
With the collapse of communism, post-communist societies scrambled to find meaning
to their new independence. Central Asia was no exception. Events, relationships,
gestures, spatial units and objects produced, conveyed and interpreted meaning. The
new power container of the five independent states of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan would significantly influence this process of
signification. Post-Soviet Central Asia is an intriguing field to examine this
transformation: a region which did not see an organised independence movement
develop prior to Soviet implosion at the centre, it provokes questions about how
symbolisation begins in the absence of a national will to do so. The transformation
overnight of Soviet republic into sovereign state provokes questions about how the
process of communism-turned-nationalism could become symbolised, and what
specific role symbols came to play in these early years of independence. Characterized
by authoritarianism since 1991, the region’s ruling elites have enjoyed disproportionate
access to knowledge and to deciding what, how and when that knowledge should be
applied. The first of its kind on Central Asia, this book not only widens our
understandings of developments in this geopolitically important region but also
contributes to broader studies of representation, ritual, power and identity. This book
was published as a special issue of Europe-Asia Studies.
Most books on the Caucasus and Central Asia are country-by-country studies. This
book, on the other hand, fills a gap in Central Eurasian studies as one of the few
comparative case study books on Central Eurasia, covering both the Caucasus and
Central Asia; it considers key themes right across the two regions highlighting both
political change and continuity. Comparative case study chapters, written by regional
experts from a variety of methodological backgrounds, provide historical context, and
evaluate Soviet political legacies and emerging policy outcomes. Key topics include: the
varied types and sources of authoritarianism; political opposition and protest politics;
predetermined outcomes of post-Soviet economic choices; social and stability impacts
of natural resource wealth; variations in educational reform; international norm influence
on gender policy and the power of human rights activists. Overall, the book provides a
thorough, up-to-date overview of what is increasingly becoming a significant area of
concern.
During the 1990s, there was a general consensus that Central Asia was witnessing an
Islamic revival after independence, and that this occurrence would follow similar events
throughout the Islamic world in the prior two decades, which had negative effects on
both social and political development. Twenty years later, we are still struggling to fully
understand the transformation of Islam in a region that’s evolved through a complex
and dynamic process, involving diversity in belief and practice, religious authority, and
political intervention. This volume seeks to shed light on these crucial questions by
bringing together an international group of scholars to offer a new perspective on
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Central Asian states and societies. The chapters provide analysis through four distinct
categories: the everyday practice of Islam across local communities; state policies
toward Islam, focusing on attempts to regulate public and private practice through
cultural, legal, and political institutions and how these differ from Soviet policies; how
religious actors influence communities in the practice of Islam, state policies towards
the religion, and subsequent communal responses to state regulations; and how
knowledge of and interaction with the larger Islamic world is shaping Central Asia’s
current Islamic revival and state responses. The contributors, a multidisciplinary and
international group of leading scholars, develop fresh insights that both corroborate and
contradict findings from previous research, while also highlighting the problem of
making any generalizations about Islam in individual states or the region. As such, this
volume provides new and impactful analysis for scholars, students, and policy makers
concerned with Central Asia.
Presenting a study of regime transition, political transformation, and the challenges that
faced the post-Communist republics of Central Asia on independence, this book
focuses on the process of transition in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, and the obstacles that
these newly-independent states are facing in the post-Communist period. The book
analyses how in the early stages of their independence, the governments of Central
Asia declared that they would build democratic states, but that in practice, they
demonstrated that they are more inclined towards authoritarianism. With the declaration
of independence, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, like many other former Soviet national
republics, were faced with the issues of nationalism, ethnicity, identity and territorial
delimitation. This book looks at how the discourse of patrimonial nationalism in postCommunist Tajikistan and Uzbekistan has been the elites’ strategy to address all these
issues: to maintain the stateness of their respective countries; to preserve the unity of
their nation; to fill the ideological void of post-Communism; to prevent the rise of Islam;
and to legitimize their authoritarian practice. Arguing against the claim that the Central
Asian states have undergone divergent paths of transition, the book discusses how
they are in fact all authoritarian, although exhibiting different degrees of
authoritarianism. This book provides a useful contribution to studies on Central Asian
Politics and International Relations.
Practices of Traditionalization in Central Asia focuses on how tradition is ‘everydayified’ in contemporary Central Asia, including Tatarstan and Tibet, and what people
seek to achieve in its name. The case studies range from political demonstrations and
industrial workers’ gatherings to institutions of religious education, minority
communities, weddings, and the Internet. In this volume we regard tradition as a
practice that needs to be explored in its institutional and interactional context at a
particular time, rather than as a reliable guide to the past: tradition can only be judged
from the present; it is an interpretative concept, not a descriptive one. While the
scholarly debate has so far centered on what tradition entails and what it does not,
including the question of invention and ownership, less attention has been devoted to
investigating how tradition is enacted, enforced, or motivated – in short, how it ‘gets
done.’ In Central Asia, practices of traditionalization are closely related to the
transformation of the socialist order and the emergence of highly stratified societies.
This volume asks: When does tradition emerge as a line of argumentation, who are the
actors invoking it and how is it being (materially) manifested? Practices of
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Traditionalization in Central Asia will be of great interest to scholars of Central Asia,
Anthropology, History, Political Science, and Sociology. The chapters were originally
published as a special issue of Central Asian Survey.
Anders Åslund foresaw the collapse of the Soviet Union in his book Gorbachev's
Struggle for Economic Reform (1989). He depicted the success of Russia's market
transformation in How Russia Became a Market Economy (1995). After Russia's
financial crisis of 1998, Åslund insisted that Russia had no choice but to adjust to the
world market (Building Capitalism, 2001), though most observers declared the market
economic experiment a failure. Why did Russia not choose Chinese gradual reforms?
Why are the former Soviet countries growing much faster than the Central European
economies? How did the oligarchs arise? Who is in charge now? These are just some
of the questions answered in How Capitalism Was Built, covering twenty-one former
communist countries from 1989 to 2006. Anybody who wants to understand the
confusing dramas unfolding in the region and to obtain an early insight into the future
will find this book useful and intellectually stimulating.
With the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991, former Communist Party leaders in Central Asia were
faced with the daunting task of building states where they previously had not existed:
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. Their task was
complicated by the institutional and ideological legacy of the Soviet system as well as by a
more actively engaged international community. These nascent states inherited a set of
institutions that included bloated bureaucracies, centralized economic planning, and patronage
networks. Some of these institutions survived, others have mutated, and new institutions have
been created. Experts on Central Asia here examine the emerging relationship between state
actors and social forces in the region. Through the prism of local institutions, the authors
reassess both our understanding of Central Asia and of the state-building process more
broadly. They scrutinize a wide array of institutional actors, ranging from regional governments
and neighborhood committees to transnational and non-governmental organizations. With
original empirical research and theoretical insight, the volume's contributors illuminate an
obscure but resource-rich and strategically significant region.
The five Central Asian states of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and
Turkmenistan constitute an area of increasing importance in global politics. The region
currently serves as the main route for transporting American and NATO supplies and
personnel into Afghanistan. Its Turkic Muslim peoples share ethnic and religious roots with
China's Uighurs in neighboring Xinjiang, where some Uighurs have connections to the Taliban
in Afghanistan and Pakistan, fueling Beijing's already acute fears of terrorism and separatism.
Perhaps most importantly, the Caspian basin holds immense reserves of oil and natural gas.
Countries rich in hydrocarbons—like Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan—can benefit
greatly from this wealth, but often they must rely on foreign companies (usually backed by
foreign governments) to develop these resources. Revolts in Kyrgyzstan (in 2005 and 2010)
and Uzbekistan (in 2005); Tajikistan's civil war (in the 1990s); and continued terrorist incidents
(2010–2011), strikes, and suicide bombings in Kazakhstan (in 2011) have contributed to
concerns about stability in the region. In Civil Society and Politics in Central Asia, a prominent
group of scholars assesses both the area's manifold problems and its emerging potential,
examining the often uneasy relationship between its states and the societies they govern. A
meticulously in-depth study, the volume demonstrates the fascinating cultural complexity and
diversity of Central Asia. Small, landlocked, and surrounded by larger powers, Central Asian
nations have become adept at playing their neighbors against each other in order to maximize
their own abilities to maneuver. The essays in this book look beyond the surface of Central
Asian politics to discover the forces that are working for political change and continuity in this
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critical region of the world.
The countries of Central Asia are increasingly the focus of intense international attention due to
their geopolitical and economic importance as well as their unsettled transition processes. The
region faced enormous challenges when the Soviet Union disintegrated, and this book focuses
on the reforms of the institutional environment that have been largely neglected. Through an
interdisciplinary approach, the book explores key aspects of institution building as well as
economic and political governance in Central Asia. Contributors from a variety of disciplines,
such as economics, political economy, political science, sociology, law, and ethnology,
investigate the challenges of institutional transition in a non-democratic region. The book
discusses how the lack of effective institution building as well as rule enforcement in the
economic and political realms represents one of the key weaknesses and drawbacks of
transition, and goes on to look at how crafting market institutions will be of utmost importance
in the years ahead. Making an important contribution to understanding of political-economic
developments in Central Asia, this book is of interest to students and scholars of political
economy, comparative economics, development studies and Central Asian studies.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, NGOs and civil society (CS) actors in Central Asia found
themselves struggling to set up new organizations that would fight for democracy, sustainable
development and social justice. It was a time of great hopes, disappointments and interrupted
progress for a region largely neglected by the powerful global actors. The Struggle for Civil
Society in Central Asia describes the gradual establishment of the CS sector in Central Asia
despite the economic and social crises that marked the first decade of independence in the
region. It shows how the neo-liberal policies of international agencies failed to spur progress in
the 1990s and how national government control gradually re-asserted itself after 2000. The
book also covers the effects of 9/11 on CS, the impact of colored revolutions and the
challenges that civil society organizations face today.
This study examines the role of the European Union in Central Asian affairs. The author
analyzes the various ways the European Union exerts influence in a region where other global
powers have dominant positions and emphasizes the Central Asian states themselves as
subjects and actors.
A long environmental history of the Aral Sea region, focusing on colonization and development
in Russian and Soviet Central Asia.
Despite the central government's attempts to assimilate the USSR's non-Russian peoples, the
outlying republics - especially those in Central Asia - have resisted strongly. This book
analyzes Soviet policy toward the region over the past few decades, and the effects of that
policy.
30 Jahre nach dem Zerfall der Sowjetunion stellt dieses Buch zur Analyse der Strukturen von
Stabilität und Transformation in Politik und Gesellschaft im heutigen Zentralasien ausgewählte
Beiträge zusammen, die sich mit den drei zentralasiatischen Staaten Kasachstan, Kirgisistan
und Usbekistan sowie mit Zentralasien als Region befassen. Dabei untersucht dieser
Sammelband den Gleichstellungsdiskurs von Mann und Frau in Usbekistan, die Wahlrechte
von Menschen mit Behinderung in Kirgisistan, den Neo-Realismus im regionalen Kontext
Zentralasiens, die Rolle des Islam in Kirgisistan und Usbekistan, Kasachstan als einen
Truppensteller für UN-Missionen sowie die Unterstützung von Zivilgesellschaft und
Sozialkapital durch die EU in Kasachstan. Mit Beiträgen von Nora Becker, Dr. Shalva
Dzebisashvili, Aziz Elmuradov, Prof. Dr. Matthias Kortmann, Dr. Aliia Maralbaeva, Laura
Karoline Nette, Dr. Chiara Pierobon und Dr. Steve Schlegel.
After the change of power in Kyrgyzstan in March 2005 and the massacre in Andijan,
Uzbekistan in May 2005, an intimate understanding of the social and political processes in
Central Asia now seems more important than ever. Realities of Transformation offers an
account of democratization policies and their effects on Central Asia. The authors â?? from
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Austria, Germany, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan â?? investigate democratization
policies from various perspectives, focusing on the democratization of power structures,
democratization through external actors, and democratization of the judicial sector. Finally, the
authors shed light on the complicated relationship between democratization and security.
Realities of Transformation combines scholarly articles with texts from NGO representatives.
This book is an essential reading for anyone interested in Central Asia, democratization issues,
or local realities in transforming societies.
This open access book features various studies on democratization, transformation, political
and economic development, and security issues in the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) geographical region and beyond. Written by experts and
academics in the fields of human rights, security, transformation and development, particularly
in post-soviet and communist countries, it examines the status quo of regime development in
various member states of the OSCE; their economic, security and human rights performance;
institutional reforms and transformations and the challenges that these countries and their
societies face, including the USA, Canada, Germany, Macedonia, Russia, Turkey, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan and Mongolia. This is the 2019 edition of this Compilation Series of the OSCE
Academy. The OSCE works to promote Minority Protection, Security, Democratic Development
and Human Rights guided by the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights
(ODIHR), and to enhance securitization and development policies in Eurasia, Europe, Central
Asia and North America. Since being founded in 1993, the OSCE and its agencies and
departments have attracted a wealth of academic research in various fields and disciplines,
ranging from economic development and election monitoring to enhancing global principles of
human rights and securitization. About the OSCE Academy in Bishkek: Founded in 2004, the
Academy offers post-Doc research fellowships and runs two Master Degrees, one in Economic
Governance and Development and one in Politics and Security in Central Asia. The
Academy"s regular academic programs and conference contributes to developing human
professional capital in the sectors of particular importance for Central Asian states and
societies. The Academy's graduates and visiting researchers contribute to economic
development, governance and policy-making in Central Asia and beyond the OSCE region.
Website: http://www.osce-academy.net/en/about/
Since Soviet collapse, the independent republics of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan have faced tremendous political, economic, and security
challenges. Focusing on these five republics, this textbook analyzes the contending
understandings of the politics of the past, present and future transformations of Central Asia,
including its place in international security and world politics. Analysing the transformation that
independence has brought and tracing the geography, history, culture, identity, institutions and
economics of Central Asia, it locates ‘the political’ in the region. A comprehensive
examination of the politics of Central Asia, this insightful book is of interest both to
undergraduate and graduate students of Asian Politics, Post-Communist Politics, Comparative
Politics and International Relations, and to scholars and professionals in the region.
This book is a study of the role of clan networks in Central Asia from the early twentieth
century through 2004. Exploring the social, economic, and historical roots of clans, and their
political role and political transformation in the Soviet and post-Soviet periods, it argues that
clans are informal political actors that are critical to understanding politics in this region. The
book demonstrates that the Soviet system was far less successful in transforming and
controlling Central Asian society, and in its policy of eradicating clan identities, than has often
been assumed. In order to understand Central Asian politics and their economies, scholars
and policy makers must take into account the powerful role of these informal groups, how they
adapt and change over time, and how they may constrain or undermine democratization in this
strategic region.
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This book would never have materialized without the cooperation of all of the contributors,
each of whom, certainly, also has a list of people to thank for help. As editor, however, I have
the privilege of naming a few whose contributions were especially important. My understanding
of Central Asian society has benefited enormously from the opportunities I have had to work
and conduct research in the region, especially in Uzbekistan. I would therefore like to thank the
International Research and Exchanges Board and the University of Tennessee for making
several stays in Central Asia possible over the past few years.
This is a study of the transformation of identity in course of the transition from frontiers into
borders in a region that today constitutes modern day Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.
The essays in Globalization on the Margins explore the continuities and changes in Central
Asian education development since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. Reflecting on two
decades of post-socialist transformations, they reveal that education systems in Central Asia
responded to the rapidly changing political, economic, and social environment in profoundly
new and unique ways. Some countries moved towards Western models, others went
backwards, and still others followed entirely new trajectories. Yet, elements of the “old” system
remain. Rather than viewing these post-Soviet transformations in isolation, Globalization on the
Margins places its analyses within the global context by reflecting on the interaction between
Soviet legacies and global education reform pressures in the Central Asian countries of
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. Instead of portraying the
transition process as the influx of Western ideas into the region, the authors provide new
lenses to critically examine the multidirectional flow of ideas, concepts, and reform models
within Central Asia. Notwithstanding the variety of theoretical perspectives, methodological
approaches, and conceptual lenses, the authors have one thing in common: both individually
and collectively, they reveal the complexity and uncertainty of the post-Soviet transformations.
By highlighting the political nature of the transformation processes and the uniqueness of
historical, political, social, and cultural contexts of each particular country, Globalization on the
Margins portrays post-Soviet education transformations as complex, multidimensional, and
uncertain processes.
Modern Central Asia: A Primary Source Reader is an academic resource that discusses the
basic political, social, and economic evolution of Central Asian civilization in its colonial
(1731–1991) and post-colonial (1991–present) periods. Among other aspects of Central Asian
history, this source reader discusses resistance and accommodation of native societies to the
policies of the imperial center, the transformation of Central Asian societies under Tsarist and
Soviet rule, and the history of Islam in Central Asia and its role in nation and state-building
processes. This primary source book will be instrumental for familiarizing students with the
nationality policies of imperial Russian, Soviet, and post-Soviet governments as well as the
effects produced by these policies on the natives of the region. The documents collected in this
reader challenge the traditional approach, which has viewed Central Asians as passive
recipients of the policies imposed on them by central authorities. Modern Central Asia: A
Primary Source Reader demonstrates the active participation of the indigenous peoples in
contact with other peoples by examining the natives’ ways of organizing societies, their precolonial experience of contact with outsiders, and the structure of their subsistence systems.
The source book will also help students situate the major events and activities of Central Asia
in a global context. In addition to the value of this collection to the Central Asian historical
record, many of the included texts will be essential for comparative analyses and crossdisciplinary approaches in the study of world history.
A major history of Central Asia and how it has been shaped by modern world events Central
Asia is often seen as a remote and inaccessible land on the peripheries of modern history.
Encompassing Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, and the
Xinjiang province of China, it in fact stands at the crossroads of world events. Adeeb Khalid
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provides the first comprehensive history of Central Asia from the mid-eighteenth century to
today, shedding light on the historical forces that have shaped the region under imperial and
Communist rule. Predominantly Muslim with both nomadic and settled populations, the peoples
of Central Asia came under Russian and Chinese rule after the 1700s. Khalid shows how
foreign conquest knit Central Asians into global exchanges of goods and ideas and forged
greater connections to the wider world. He explores how the Qing and Tsarist empires dealt
with ethnic heterogeneity, and compares Soviet and Chinese Communist attempts at
managing national and cultural difference. He highlights the deep interconnections between
the "Russian" and "Chinese" parts of Central Asia that endure to this day, and demonstrates
how Xinjiang remains an integral part of Central Asia despite its fraught and traumatic
relationship with contemporary China. The essential history of one of the most diverse and
culturally vibrant regions on the planet, this panoramic book reveals how Central Asia has
been profoundly shaped by the forces of modernity, from colonialism and social revolution to
nationalism, state-led modernization, and social engineering.
Central Peripheries explores post-Soviet Central Asia through the prism of nation-building.
Although relative latecomers on the international scene, the Central Asian states see
themselves as globalized, and yet in spite of – or perhaps precisely because of – this, they hold
a very classical vision of the nation-state, rejecting the abolition of boundaries and the theory of
the ‘death of the nation’. Their unabashed celebration of very classical nationhoods built on
post-modern premises challenges the Western view of nationalism as a dying ideology that
ought to have been transcended by post-national cosmopolitanism. Marlene Laruelle looks at
how states in the region have been navigating the construction of a nation in a post-imperial
context where Russia remains the dominant power and cultural reference. She takes into
consideration the ways in which the Soviet past has influenced the construction of national
storylines, as well as the diversity of each state’s narratives and use of symbolic politics.
Exploring state discourses, academic narratives and different forms of popular nationalist
storytelling allows Laruelle to depict the complex construction of the national pantheon in the
three decades since independence. The second half of the book focuses on Kazakhstan as the
most hybrid national construction and a unique case study of nationhood in Eurasia. Based on
the principle that only multidisciplinarity can help us to untangle the puzzle of nationhood,
Central Peripheries uses mixed methods, combining political science, intellectual history,
sociology and cultural anthropology. It is inspired by two decades of fieldwork in the region and
a deep knowledge of the region’s academia and political environment. Praise for Central
Peripheries ‘Marlene Laruelle paves the way to the more focused and necessary outlook on
Central Asia, a region that is not a periphery but a central space for emerging conceptual
debates and complexities. Above all, the book is a product of Laruelle's trademark excellence
in balancing empirical depth with vigorous theoretical advancements.’ – Diana T.
Kudaibergenova, University of Cambridge ‘Using the concept of hybridity, Laruelle explores
the multitude of historical, political and geopolitical factors that predetermine different ways of
looking at nations and various configurations of nation-building in post-Soviet Central Asia.
Those manifold contexts present a general picture of the transformation that the former
southern periphery of the USSR has been going through in the past decades.’ – Sergey
Abashin, European University at St Petersburg
In Central Asia’s Ferghana Valley, where Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan meet, state
territoriality has taken on new significance in these states’ second decade of independence,
reshaping landscapes and transforming livelihoods in a densely populated, irrigationdependent region. Through an innovative ethnography of social and spatial practice at the
limits of the state, Border Work explores the contested work of producing and policing
“territorial integrity” when significant stretches of new international borders remain to be
conclusively demarcated or effectively policed. Drawing on extensive ethnographic fieldwork,
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Madeleine Reeves follows traders, farmers, water engineers, conflict analysts, and border
guards as they negotiate the practical responsibilities and social consequences of producing,
policing, and deriving a livelihood across new international borders that are often encountered
locally as “chessboards” rather than lines. She shows how the negotiation of state spatiality is
bound up with concerns about legitimate rule and legitimate movement, and explores how new
attempts to secure the border, materially and militarily, serve to generate new sources of lived
insecurity in a context of enduring social and economic inter-dependence. A significant
contribution to Central Asian studies, border studies, and the contemporary anthropology of the
state, Border Work moves beyond traditional ethnographies of the borderland community to
foreground the effortful and intensely political work of producing state space.
Central Asian states have experienced a number of historical changes that have challenged
their traditional societies and lifestyles. The most significant changes occurred as a result of
the revolution in 1917, the incorporation of the region into the Soviet Union, and gaining
independence after the collapse of the USSR. Impartial and informed public evaluation of the
Soviet and post-Soviet periods has always been a complicated issue, and the ‘official’
descriptions have often contradicted the interpretations of the past viewed through the
experiences of ordinary people. Identity and Memory in Post-Soviet Central Asia looks at the
tradition of history construction in Central Asia. By collecting views of the public’s experiences
of the Soviet past in Uzbekistan, the author examines the transformation of present-day
Central Asia from the perspective of these personal memories, and analyses how they relate to
the Soviet and post-Soviet official descriptions of Soviet life. The book discusses that the way
in which people in Central Asia reconcile their Soviet past to a great extent refers to the threefold process of recollecting their everyday experiences, reflecting on their past from the
perspective of their post-Soviet present, and re-imagining. These three elements influence
memories and lead to selectivity in memory construction, emphasising the aspects of the
Soviet era people choose to recall in positive and negative lights. Presenting a broader picture
of Soviet everyday life at the periphery of the USSR, the book will be a useful contribution for
students and scholars of Central Asian Studies, Ethnicity and Identity Politics.
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